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Stone settings
Note on stone settings

Neolithic stone settings are arrangements of upright stones places in roughly geometric patterns or apparently randomly. They are unique to Exmoor, where they are by far the most common stone monument, and Hazel Eardley-Wilmot calls them ‘Exmoor’s special puzzle’.
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*On Exmoor as well as triangles there are rectangles and parallelograms and rhomboids like a series of Euclidean exercises.* He said that it can’t be Euclidean geometry except by accident and without understanding the angles. Even the Egyptians . . . . and this was so much later and so much less. As for the rhomboid, he can only remember the rhombus, which is a sort of lop-sided square. If it was a rhomboid it would have to be three dimensional and one of the stones would be suspended in the sky. A rhombus is a flat fish. Only those without memories roam the moor at night. An oblique equilateral parallelogram. How can we follow these parallel lives? Lost stag hounds mud red and howling, facing opposite directions. A quadrilateral of which only opposite sides and angles are equal. Quad bike pass by. She is worried that he has no over trousers, but he cannot be threatened by rain or cold. Sphagnum, she says, under our boots, and they seem more precarious and waterlogged. The stones at the circle look smaller than in memory or in the photographs, and are known as miniliths. Lichen micro crusts substitute for decoration, and there is nothing grey in their green. We turn to face the camera hidden in her jacket turning into the wind and rain. *From here to Withypool circle is a precisely straight line of six and a half miles.* But they would not have had lines of sight, he says. They could not have known, and there will always be a straight line between two points.
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